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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Huang (HCA) - practice and procedure - freezing orders
- power of Federal Court of Australia to make worldwide freezing order conferred by r7.32 of
Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) - appeal allowed with costs (I B C)
Vehicle Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd v SARB Management Group Pty Ltd (FCAFC) Intellectual Property - patents s158(2) of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) - application for leave to
appeal from a judgment of a single Judge of the Court - notion of “inventive concept” - appeal
dismissed (I B C)
McAtamney v Superannuation Complaints Tribunal (FCA) - application for extension of time
to appeal from a decision of the Superannuation Complaints Tribunal - whether acceptable
explanation provided for the delay - whether proposed appeal had merit - application dismissed
(I B C)
Tribe v Simmons (FCA) - defamation - remedies - injunctions - permanent injunction damages - aggravated damages - reputation ()
Alexiou v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (FCA) - legal professional
privilege (‘LPP’) - application for production of solicitors’ file notes - whether file notes subject
to LPP - applicability of joint or common interest privilege (B I)
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Dariusz Koper v Zurich Insurance PLC (NSWSC) - insurance - application for leave pursuant
to s5 of the Civil Liability Act 2017 - challenge to the validity of ss9 and 10 of the Trans-Taman
Proceedings Act 2010 - held: ss9 and 10 of the TTPA are not inconsistent with Chapter III of the
Constitution - leave granted (I B C)
Re Padmore (QSC) - applications for probate of informal documents as wills and/or codicils of
deceased persons under s18 of Qld's Succession Act - succession - making of a will - execution
- informal document intended to be will (I B C G)
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Huang [2021] HCA 43
High Court of Australia
Gageler, Kean, Gordon, Edelman and Gleeson JJ
Where appellant commenced proceedings against respondent in Federal Court - where
appellant applied to Federal Court for worldwide freezing order - where assets located in
People's Republic of China and Hong Kong - where presently no realistic possibility of
enforcement of appellant's judgment debt in each foreign jurisdiction where assets located where freezing order made - whether worldwide freezing order within power of Federal Court
where presently no realistic possibility of enforcement in each foreign jurisdiction - set aside
orders 4 to 9 of the orders of the Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia made on 28
September 2020 and, in their place, order that: the applicant be granted leave to appeal; and
the appeal be dismissed with costs - appeal allowed with costs.
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation (I B C)
Vehicle Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd v SARB Management Group Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC
224
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Nicholas Yates and O'Bryan JJ
Intellectual Property - patents - pursuant to s158(2) of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) (the Act) - to
appeal from a judgment of a single Judge of the Court who dismissed its appeal from a decision
of a delegate of the Commissioner of Patents - opposition to the grant of a standard patent
based on respondent not entitled to grant of a patent based on the 708 application - invention is
not a patentable invention because it lacks an inventive step - claims do not comply with the
legal requirements of s40 of the Act. - vehicle detection system that "drives parking officers to
offending vehicles via a PDA and receiver" - entitlement to the grant of a patent - whether the
managing director of the applicant is a joint inventor - discussion of the notion of the "inventive
concept" as applied to determining entitlement to the grant of a standard patent - current
Australian case law takes the "inventor" for the purposes of s15(1)(a) of the Act to be the person
who is responsible for - in the sense of the person (there may be more than one) who materially
contributes to the "inventive concept": Polwood - 'the idea was no more than an aspect of
integration which was appropriately characterised by the primary judge as a "high level idea"' the question of entitlement is distinct from the question of patentability assessed by reference to
the patent claims - consideration of the requirements of patentability under s18 of the Act,
including the existence of an inventive step within the meaning of s7(2) of the Act, is not part of
the entitlement calculus - the appeal be dismissed.
Vehicle Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd (I B C)
McAtamney v Superannuation Complaints Tribunal [2021] FCA 1539
Federal Court of Australia
Moshinsky J
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Applicant seeks an extension of time to file a notice of appeal from a decision of the
Superannuation Complaints Tribunal (SCT) dated 23 October 2017 - under s46 of the
Superannuation (Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (Cth) (the Complaints Act) - whether
acceptable explanation provided for the delay - whether there is an acceptable explanation for
the delay in bringing the application - whether anyone would suffer prejudice if further time were
granted - consideration in the assessment of the interests of justice is an evaluation of the
merits of the appeal should the extension of time be granted - North J in McAtamney (2016) whether proposed appeal had merit - the SCT addressed each of those issues under the
following headings: calculation of the multiple; personal contributions; the letter; and the
calculation - application for an extension of time dismissed.
McAtamney (I B C)
Tribe v Simmons [2021] FCA 930 (3 August 2021)
Federal Court of Australia
Lee J
Defamation proceeding brought by Mr Tribe , the half-brother of apparently famous basketballer
against his half-sister, Ms Simmons - publication concerns a series of tweets by Ms Simmons
alleging Mr Tribe sexually assaulted her at a young age - where no defence filed despite Ms
Simmons foreshadowing a justification defence - multiple extensions of time - where pro bono
counsel appointed to assist Ms Simmons with the drafting of a defence - where Ms Simmons
ultimately decided it was not in her interests to defend the proceeding - application for default
judgment - appropriate for the Court to consider the legal question as to whether the matters
complained of are reasonably capable of conveying the pleaded imputations - only necessary to
establish that one of the pleaded imputations in respect of each publication is capable of being
found to have been conveyed - each publication defamatory despite one infelicity - default
judgment entered - interlocutory injunction ordered pending final hearing.
Tribe v Simmons ()
Alexiou v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (Notice to Produce) [2021]
FCA 1538
Federal Court of Australia
Perram J
Corporations - commercial contracts - banking, finance and insurance - this is an interlocutory
application by the applicant - for production of three file notes created by solicitors retained by
the respondent - the application raises the issue of whether the file notes are subject to legal
professional privilege - respondent was subject to an investigation by the ASIC - investigation
concerned the question of whether respondent was involved in the manipulation of the Bank Bill
Swap Rate - the applicant was employed by respondent as the head of a department upon
which ASIC’s inquiry was focussed - applicant attended an interview with an officer and lawyers
of the respondent regarding the ASIC inquiry - applicant seeks the production of file notes whether the file notes are privileged and production should not be ordered - dominant purpose
of providing legal advice to ANZ - file notes are privileged - AWB Ltd v Cole (No 5) [2006] FCA
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1234 - applicant submitted that the privilege in the file notes had been waived - his waiver of the
privilege in his lawyer’s file notes did not have the effect of waiving respondents’ privilege in
their file notes - applicant contended that any privilege in the file notes had been removed by
statute - applicant’s interview constituted a protected disclosure within whistle blower regime in
s1317AB of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and s52B of the Banking Act 1959 (Cth) - this
submission was abandoned at the hearing - application for production of the file notes
dismissed.
Alexiou (B I)
Dariusz Koper v Zurich Insurance PLC [2021] NSWSC 1587
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Rein J
Application for leave pursuant to s5 of the Civil Liability (Third Party Claims Against Insurers)
Act 2017 (NSW) ("Claims Act") - parties agreed that the requirements for leave under s5 of the
Claims Act were met subject to the issue of the territorial scope of the legislation and the Court's
exercise of its residual discretion to refuse leave - whether the plaintiff's application for leave
itself was all that was required to enliven the jurisdictional scope of the Claims Act or whether
the plaintiff was required to establish that he could have brought proceedings in a New South
Wales court against the insured (a New Zealand company) in respect of tortious conduct in New
Zealand with damage suffered in New Zealand and whether, in fact, the plaintiff could have
done so - consideration of the Court of Appeal's decision in Chubb Insurance Company of
Australia Limited v Moore [2013] NSWCA 212, including as to its applicability to the Claims Act
and in ascertaining the "hinge" of the territorial scope of the Claims Act - further, whether,
assuming the requirement for leave was otherwise established, the Court should, in its residual
discretion, refuse leave - challenge to the validity of ss9 and 10 of the Trans-Taman
Proceedings Act 2010 (Cth) ("TTPA"), upon which the plaintiff sought to rely - consideration of
whether the Commonwealth Government, by the TTPA, sought to confer jurisdiction upon state
courts in a manner inconsistent with Chapter III of the Constitution - consideration of the High
Court's decision in Flaherty v Girgis [1987] HCA 17; (1987) 162 CLR 574 and whether the
contentions of the defendants were inconsistent with the reasoning in that case - held: ss9 and
10 of the TTPA are not inconsistent with Chapter III of the Constitution - consideration of the
Court's residual discretion to refuse leave - whether the Court should refuse leave on the basis
that by granting leave, the Court may be interfering with the insolvency regime of New Zealand held: the alleged inconsistency is hypothetical only and various further factors considered as not
supporting the refusal of leave - leave granted pursuant to s5 of the Claims Act - leave granted
pursuant to s5 of the Civil Liability (Third Party Claims Against Insurers) Act 2017 (NSW).
Dariusz Koper (I B C)
Re Padmore [2021] QSC 324
Supreme Court of Queensland
Martin J
Where the applicants seek a declaration that a handwritten document prepared by the
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deceased not executed in accordance with s10 of the Succession Act 1981 forms all or part of
the will of the deceased - where the applicants argue that the document is either a codicil to the
will made in 2017 or a new will - where the respondent doubts the validity of the document
based on solicitors' records and the unusual nature of the document referred to decision in
Lindsay v McGrath which dealt with requirements generally accepted to apply to an application
under section 18 - Court must be satisfied on the evidence that the deceased, formed the
intention that the particular document operate as his or her will - does not involve establishing
that the deceased consciously set his or her mind to the legal formalities of making a will - not
enough that the document set out the deceased's testamentary intentions - that deceased
intended the document to operate to dispose of the deceased's property upon death must be
established by evidence - whether probate should be granted - pursuant to s18 of the
Succession Act 1981 the handwritten document executed by the deceased, a copy of which is
Exhibit AJW-3 to the affidavit of Andrew John Ward filed 26 November 2021, form a codicil to
the will of Geoffrey William Francis Padmore - pursuant to s6 of the Succession Act 1981 and
rr603(1)(e) and 603(2) of the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 that, subject to the formal
requirements of the Registrar - probate of the Will and Codicil of Geoffrey William Francis
Padmore deceased - be granted to Andrew Ward and Maree Ward - the costs of the applicants
and the caveator of the application be paid from the estate of Geoffrey William Francis Padmore
on the indemnity basis.
Padmore (I B C G)
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Poem for Friday
Lines Written During a Night Spent in a Bush Inn
By: Louise Lawson
I wish now this heart with its pleading refrain
Would freeze and be still, then this tumult of pain
That mortals call living would end, and the cast
Of life be as nought but a pestilence past.
This robe I am wearing, as white as a cloud,
With neatly sewn border, would do for a shroud,
And thus I'd be ready, pain-shriven and meet,
With only to straighten my hands and my feet.
No sign would I make when Death's hand on me lay,
No sob would I utter when passing away;
For those in the house need the rest, all too short,
To heal the fatigue that a hard day has brought.
Out on the verandah, asleep on the floor,
With weary feet blistered, and aching and sore,
The tramp dreams of home with his head on his swag,
Nor recks he of drought, or the dry water-bag.
And soundly asleep, with a sun-blistered face,
The drover now dreads not the “breaks” he must chase.
But he must be up at the first peep of light
To “fetch up” the yards for his cattle at night.
And while all the sheep in the hurdles are snug
The black boy must rest on his old 'possum rug.
In dust and in heat he has shouted all day,
And sunrise must see him again on his way.
I looked in the face of Death once, when alone,
And met the grim King without shudder or moan,
So I will not shiver nor shriek with affright
If I have to go with him into the night.
And then they would take me to where I love best,
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To where I know well that my spirit would rest,
Where gaudy birds chatter and wild cherries wave,
And sunset would throw a red haze o'er my grave —
Away on the gap, 'neath the big kurrajong
That stretches its branches the granites among,
And forms with its shelter a natural tomb
With rest in its stillness, and peace in its gloom.
And some one among them, with grief in his breast,
Might register roughly the place of my rest
By carving in letters cut deep on its bole
These plain words: “A Woman. May God rest her soul.”
In ground that is hallowed let happy folk lie,
But give me a grave in the bush when I die.
For have I not lived, loved, and suffered alone?
Thus making it meet that my grave be unknown.
The sound of the stockwhip away on the hill.
Ah, God! It is day, and I'm suffering still!
Louisa Lawson
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